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SUPERVISORS TO CALL FOR $30 MILLION IN STIMULUS GRANTS FOR SAN DIEGO COUNTY SMALL BUSINESSES
Bipartisan Push from Supervisors Lawson-Remer and Anderson will Provide Additional Relief for Region's Struggling Businesses

SAN DIEGO — On Monday, Supervisors Terra Lawson-Remer and Joel Anderson will call for an additional $30 million in grants for small businesses. Joined by a local small business owner, Lawson-Remer and Anderson, a Democrat and Republican respectively, are joining together in a bipartisan push to further support the region’s economy.

Funding for implementing this third round of small business grants will be contingent upon receiving federal or state stimulus dollars. Their proposal comes as Congress is negotiating a federal stimulus package. Approving the item, set for a vote on Tuesday, will help the County be prepared to implement small business support as soon as federal or state stimulus dollars are received.

Who:
Supervisor Terra Lawson-Remer
Supervisor Joel Anderson
Fernando Hoyos, Owner, Club Pilates with locations in Rancho Bernardo, Poway, 4S Ranch and Escondido
Joe Paraiso, owner, Brew Coffee Spot, La Mesa

When:
Monday, February 8, 11:00 a.m.

Where:
County Administration Building
1600 Pacific Highway
West side (next to Waterfront Park, adjacent to North Harbor Drive)
San Diego, CA 92101
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